


Impulse Engine

This is our next task the Impulse Engine and the object above, called in some blueprints the Primary Mag Coil.

So load up your backdrop showing the aft area of the design.



Like the 3 Umbilical´s on the Secondary Hull, I going to use the Disc Tool and enter 80 Sides and you can position it in the 
right area in the Center Z field, Radius X 18´and in the Radius Y 6´.

Connect (L) the Points on the inner side of the Points and Connect (L) then delete the inner surface.



Mirror-X then Connect the Points and press (p) to create a new surface between them.

Then Extrude forward.

Select the Points at the side Yellow Box except the ones indicate by the Red Arrow. 



Then I cut along the center (Knife or BandSaw Pro) and remove half and then I MirrorX it.

Like so.

Use the BandSaw Pro and give it 2 cuts with a value of 3.0% or the other side will be 98.0%, approximately.



Select these Polygons at the sides. (Its not necessary to select both sides)

Then I use the Smooth Shift and Offset by 4”.

Then I made a second cut with BandSaw Pro this time with more room between the edge.



We need to select the Points along the sides and level them or straighten them, use the Stretch Tool for these, you can select 
any point and place the  Stretch Tool over it and with the  Right Mouse Button (RMB) pressed and the  Ctrl key press to 
constrain the movement pull them into place.

Like so, I also altered the other 2 lines but not the remaining lines as they will be removed later.

Then we select the Points you see above – the Upper and Lower Areas.



Now use the Rounder Tool.

Merge the 4 surfaces here, Shift + z.

Rounder Tool again, same setting, 

Under the OGL Poly Setting
I altered the Inset Percent from 50.0% to 20.0%. you can experiment with this yourself.



I reconnected these Points.

Now I selected the rear section and delete it.

Just make sure that the lower part of the Engine is within the Primary Hull.



Then I use the Box Tool and placed it over the Aft View-port Engine, I gave it a little edge using the Radius and Radius 
Segments, then Mirror it to the side. 

Use the Boolean Tool (Subtract) and OK it.

Like so, you can add the 3 disc shapes yourself at this point, remember segments: 

Surface name (q): 0007 Impulse Assembly.



Now for the Primary Mag Coil, just above the impulse engines

Now you can set up the modeler work space like this, setting the View-ports up so we are focused on the area in question.

Using the Box Tool create the shape you see above and using the Numeric Tool (n) alter the Width, Height & Depth before 
adding the 6 segments in the X field and the 3 Segments in the Z field.



Select the rear Points going across the object and move them back to where the backdrop image shows a tapering effect in  
the image.

When the Points are over the area, use the Stretch Tool (h) to pull the Points toward the central point as illustrated.

Now move the upper Points going across the object to just below the curve in the image.



I made a new cut with the  Knife Tool, you can see in the backdrop side image the object angles slightly up as it goes  
forward.

In the side view, use the Rotate Tool (y) and place it over the lower Points near the Center and Rotate up, check that the 
Mode is set for Mouse or Press (F5).

Looking at the backdrop image, I decided to move the Points back to the position above (rough estimate) and straighten the 
Points if you wish with the Stretch Tool.



At the forward section I have used the Stretch Tool to pull the Points going across the object so that they are level then I  
used the Drag Tool (Ctrl + T) over the individual Points to move the upper Points back (just the move Tool).

Now we use the ever useful BandSaw Pro Tool, and make to cuts around the sides.

At the rear area I place another Knife cut as close to the edge as I can.



I am not happy with the location of these Points, they are far too low so select them and move them up slightly, then repeat 
on the next layer of Points indicated by the green arrow and line them up with the Red Arrow indicated point. 

At the front section, I slightly altered the position of this Points and with our model of the primary hull in the background, I 
position the Points so they are above the Primary Hull Curve.

Now press the Tab key and this is what you should have.



With the Primary Hull included in the image, its close, it could be closer to the shape with some more tweaking, I will leave  
that for you.

You can if you think it looks better add a new BandSaw Pro cut along the center of the object to tighten it some more.

As you can see it tighten the curve at the edge, its very slight.



This is a little better from my point of view, but still can be improved on, so I made a new cut in the area above.

Select the Upper Points and using the Stretch Tool which I placed of the Point indicated I shifted the others up slightly. 

For the object above the object we we have just built, so I created a disc and gave it 32 sides.

I am not 100% sure if this is the right approach, I cannot find any more information on the area of the model.



I then remove the Top and Bottom surface and then the remaining have of the Disc curve, leaving only the section you see 
now. 

Then using the Extrude Tool I move it back along the backdrop image so we have this new object.

Select the outer Top surface, leaving the center, this is for the small groove.



Using the Smooth Shift Tool I extended the selected polygons.

I have re-positioned this so it visible in all the view-ports.

At the rear of the object we have to fix this curve, so use the Stretch Tool.



Once its level.

Use the Rotate Tool and place it over the Top Points and rotate the lower Points back.

You can use the Numeric Tool and give it an angle of 40%.

You can also just move the Points you have selected and move them back more, then use the Knife Tool and cut diagonally 
across to get the shape we want.  



You may have to adjust the Lower Points so that the line is level.

The are many Polygons we can remove here, select the surfaces and Shift + z to Merge them.

We need add 2 more cut along the axis.



Using the Knife Tool cut use below the top for the first cut and follow with the seconded cut.

Of course we will have some useless Points remaining, open the Point Statistics (w) and select the 0 – 2 Polygons and delete 
them. (Press the small + symbol at the side).

Select the top surface.



Now use the Rounder Tool and enter the setting you think work best.

Now create a Box in another Layer as you see it in the image above, the size is a rough estimate.

And Boolean-cut it. (Shift + b).



This is my result, over all I am happy with it, you can now copy the top part and paste it into the same layer as the other  
object.

Surface name (q): 0006 Primary Mag Coil

You will find as you go on with this as a hobby or as a professional as you will always find ways to improve on a model, so  
don´t get warped up on each part or you will never finish.

Deflector Dish

This is our final chapter building the model, we have built all the major parts apart from the deflector dish just forward of 
the secondary hull, we will gave a few minor details to fill in, windows, decals on the hull, and navigation lights.

Photographer unknown

The thing is there have been a few different types used, the one above looks like its from the TV series, the one in the  
Smithsonian is slightly different, and the pilot version is again different, larger for a start, as I am using Charles Casimiro 
blueprints, I will continue as this appears to be like the one in the Smithsonian.  



Load the 02 NCC - 1701 Master backdrop file so we can see the Deflector Dish from the side, you can see more information 
on Charles website and this page.  What you could so is to edit the profile image of the dish and paste it over the Dish in the 
main image above.

Use the Ball Tool and enter the setting in the Numeric Ball Tool.

http://home.earthlink.net/~casimiro/18_07.jpg.


Select just over half of the object and delete it.

You could used the spline draw and trace around the side of the dish, using the detailed information in  
Charles Casimiro detailed drawing, its an option I mention, but it will increase the poly count slightly. 

When you have this remaining we are going to use the Smooth Shift Tool, so first Copy!!! the dish you have.



This is what I see with the Smooth Shade active in the Right Side View-port, so Flip (f) the surface.

Like so.

Now select the object in polygon mode and use the Smooth Shift Tool then open the Numeric Tool and Offset by 4”.

If you have a closer look at the edge of the dish you will see that it after the Smooth Shift action it has formed a rim, this  
works in our favor.



You can see I have altered the side image by coping the profile of the dish and pasting into my side image, better then 
guessing.

Using the  Stretch Tool, place it over the selected area indicated by the arrow. (don´t for get to use the  Ctrl Button while 
doing it, To Constrain the movement).

+We need to make the Dish a little more shallow+.

The completed shift action, the dish shape is much flatter.



Now Paste back in the original Copied object and you have the over all shape done.

Next is the two rings going around the dish, these do not line up between the two images.

So I made a Box gave it a Curved Edge.



I then Merged the surface (Shift + z) then removed the rear curve and removed the Points not required.

Then Lathe them, give it the same amount of sided as you gave the dish itself. 

I gave 100 Sides to mine.



You can copy/cut and paste the rings into the same layer as the dish.

Next for the pointy bit use the Pen Tool and Lathe it, don´t forget to use the Set-value on this before you Lathe it.

I gave it 100 sides, you can give it less. 



Now the Cap, You can Spline Draw it and place the last point on the grid line, (Set-Value).

Lathe this. (you can give it less sides, I am just moving through with the 100 sides for the aerial for continuity sake).

Now I Paste all the objects into the same layer,

 you can Boolean them together if you wish too.



At the back area I made a Box in the Right View-port so I can Lathe it, as before use the Set-Value (v) and Lathe the Box 
also give it the same amount of sides (100) as you did with the dish.  

Now Boolean it (Union), and then Merge the Points (m).

Next is this Clamp or Connection joint.



Use the Disc Tool, enter the Radius (4´) and about 60 Sides, or more.

I am going to do the same as method as on the Secondary Hull Fantail, Spline Draw following the curve in the backdrop 
image.

Then I deleted the forward Points, I did not need them.



First Extrude to the side, then Extrude forward from the center then Mirror X it

Then Mirror Y the object so it appears below.

Then Boolean-cut (Subtract) the area out.



Until we have this.

Use the Knife Tool and cut down over the faint disc shape in the backdrop surface.

Delete the forward section.



Delete the remaining inner surfaces front and back.

Extrude to the side.

Select the Extruded section.



Use the Set-value to the X-axis.

I then to make this easier again I deleted the lower half and then moved the object forward to the central axis.

Select the forward surface and Lathe it, now give it around 10 Sides in the X-axis and the End Angle too 90º. this Yellow 
Section that I want to Alter, it flatten´s too sharply.



I selected the Points (if you have this same error) and move up slightly.

Select the surface used the Lathe and the one below then delete them, then Merge (m) the Points.

Then Mirror X it, then Mirror Y it.

 Back into the full object.



Next create a Box with a Segment down the center.

With the Box in the background layer, Boolean-cut out the shape.

This is what we have, but the need to cut out an area on the box.



Using the Disc Tool again (enter the sides you think you should), I have 60 sides, then I mirrored it (Y-axis)

Then I Boolean cut it, note this has a curved end like the main part, but as it not seen there is no point from my thinking.

I also used the Bevel Tool, just to take the edge off.



Each part together looks the part from here I will place them into a single layer. Surface name (q): 0046—Nav Deflector 

Also I have not added the Side bolt to the connection arm as seen in the blueprints you can add it if you choose too.

Continued in the next chapter

This work is Copyright to Gerard Duffy (Taranis) 2011.
Please don´t alter or distribute this without first seeking permission.


